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Abstract We consider a spatial stochastic model for the simulation oftropical cy-
clone tracks, which has recently been introduced. Cyclone tracks are represented as
labeled polygonal lines, which are described by the movement directions, transla-
tional speeds, and wind speeds of the cyclones in regular six-hour intervals. In the
present paper, we compare return levels for wind speeds of historically observed
cyclone tracks with those generated by the simulator, wherea mismatch is shown
for most of the considered coastal regions. To adjust this discrepancy, we develop
a stochastic algorithm for acceptance and rejection of simulated cyclone tracks with
landfall. It is based on the fact that the locations, translational speeds, and wind speeds
of cyclones at landfall constitute three-dimensional Poisson point processes, which
are a basic model type in stochastic geometry. Due to that, a well-known thinning
property of Poisson processes can be applied. This means that to each simulated
cyclone an acceptance probability is assigned, which is higher for cyclones with suit-
able landfall characteristics and lower for implausible ones. More intuitively, the al-
gorithm comprises the simulation of a more comprehensive cyclone event set than
needed and the random selection of those tracks that best match historical observa-
tions at landfall. A particular advantage of our algorithm is its applicability to mul-
tiple landfalls, i.e. to cyclones that successively make landfall at two geographically
distinct coastlines, which is the most relevant case in applications. It turns out that
the extended simulator provides a much better accordance between landfall charac-
teristics of historical and simulated cyclone tracks.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Natural disasters caused by tropical cyclones (TCs) pose a huge threat to both hu-
man life and property. As population and property development in areas susceptible
to tropical cyclones grows, so does the risk for insurance companies. Hence, it is of
increasing importance for insurers to assess hazards constituted by cyclones as pre-
cisely as possible. Since reliable cyclone data only exist for 50-100 years, stochastic
modeling and simulation turned out to be a useful approach, in particular for estimat-
ing the impact of TCs having a very low occurrence probability (e.g. once in 10,000
years).

1.2 Model types and state of research

In the context of simulation-based hazard assessment, we typically distinguish be-
tween local models and basin-wide cyclone track models. Local methods estimate fu-
ture TC characteristics using the corresponding historical events only, whereas track
models involve the simulation of entire cyclone tracks fromgenesis to lysis. A more
detailed description of both model types as well as a comparison of two example
models for the prediction of landfall rates is given in Hall and Jewson (2008). One
result of that analysis is that local models are considered to be more accurate and
that they produce better landfall estimates than track models in regions with high
TC activity. For a broad overview of local models for variousaspects of TC hazard
we refer to Elsner and Jagger (2013). However, insurers are sometimes interested in
questions that can not be answered sufficiently well by localmethods. Typical ques-
tions of this kind include: How much loss do we have to expect from an extreme TC
in the entire ocean basin? How far does a TC move inland after landfall? What is
the probability of a loss caused by a TC with landfall at two geographically distinct
coastal regions? The consideration of complete TC tracks isnecessary to deal with
such problems. Furthermore, the comparison presented in Hall and Jewson (2008)
shows that landfall estimates based on track simulation aremore precise and produce
better results in historically inactive regions than localmethods. This advantage of
basin-wide methods is particularly important, since many insurance-relevant areas
are located in regions with only few historical data (e.g. the metropolitan areas of
New York and Boston).

Therefore, in this paper we concentrate on basin-wide cyclone track models. Various
simulation models for TCs have been introduced for both the North Atlantic (NA),
see Vickery et al (2000); Emanuel et al (2006); Hall and Jewson (2007); Hallegatte
(2007); Rumpf et al (2009), and the western North Pacific (WNP), see e.g. Rumpf
et al (2007); Yonekura and Hall (2011). In the literature, however, only minor atten-
tion is payed to landfall behavior in the context of basin-wide models. In Vickery
et al (2000), means of five landfall characteristics of historical and simulated cyclone
tracks at a sequence of mileposts are compared for validation. In other papers, only
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landfall rates at some regions of interest (e.g. Rumpf et al,2007, 2009) or along an
entire coastline (Hall and Jewson, 2007) are compared. In addition, exceedance prob-
abilities for cyclone wind speeds at landfall have been considered (Emanuel et al,
2006; Hallegatte, 2007). To our knowledge, however, no thorough analysis of the
(joint) distribution of landfall characteristics (landfall locations, wind speeds, trans-
lational speeds, number of landfalls) has been conducted yet. This and the high in-
fluence of landfall characteristics on hazard analysis motivate an increased focus on
landfall behavior of simulated TC tracks.

1.3 Overview

The present paper deals with the landfall behavior of cyclone tracks that were gen-
erated by the stochastic simulator as described in Rumpf et al (2007, 2009). At first,
the available data and the simulation model are recalled in Sections 1.4 and 2.1-2.3.
By comparing estimated return levels from historical and simulated cyclone tracks,
we motivate a more detailed consideration of landfall characteristics (see Section
2.4). Thus, in Section 3, a stochastic acceptance-rejection algorithm for simulated
cyclone tracks is proposed, which produces tracks in such a way that the number of
landfalls and further landfall characteristics are statistically comparable to historical
observations. This involves an approximation of coastlines to identify landfalls, the
modeling of landfall characteristics as spatial Poisson processes, and the description
of acceptance-rejection itself based on a famous invariance property of Poisson pro-
cesses. Single and multiple landfalls are handled separately in this context. Section
4 concerns the validation of the extended simulation model proposed in this paper,
where several types of illustrations are depicted to verifythe accordance of distri-
butions for historical and simulated landfall characteristics. A summary in Section 5
concludes the paper.

1.4 Data

We focus on stochastic cyclone simulation in the NA and WNP, asin both ocean
basins, numerous TCs with landfall occur every year. Furthermore, these basins con-
tain some of the most endangered coastal areas worldwide andprovide comprehen-
sive historical cyclone data. In the NA, we use cyclone records from the North At-
lantic hurricane database (HURDAT), which is compiled by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) of the United States. HURDAT contains
historical cyclone data from 1851 to 2010, where measurements before 1900, how-
ever, are considered to be of doubtful reliability and are therefore excluded in this
paper. Cyclone records for the WNP are obtained from the International Best Track
Archive for Climate Stewardship (IBTrACS), which is compiled by the NOAA, too.
IBTrACS records provide reliable historical cyclone data for the 64 years between
1945 and 2008. For both ocean basins, the time span for which cyclone records are
available is denoted byThist .
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The considered data for each cyclone track includes the timeof observation, the ge-
ographical coordinates, and the maximum wind speed in regular six-hour intervals.
For simplicity, we consider the tracks as polygonal lines byconnecting the measured
geographical locations. In addition, translational speeds and movement directions be-
tween successive cyclone measurement points are easily computable. Each cyclone
track can thus be represented by its initial location, movement direction, translational
speed, and wind speed and by the consecutive changes of thoseparameters in regular
six-hour intervals. To provide more homogeneity, tracks are divided into six cyclone
classes for each ocean basin. Cyclone simulation and acceptance-rejection will be
performed for each class separately.

2 Basic components of the stochastic simulation model

We consider the stochastic simulation model for TC tracks introduced in Rumpf et al
(2007, 2009). The aim of the present paper is the advancementof the simulation
output concerning landfall behavior. However, since the model has a relatively high
level of complexity, it might be convenient for the reader toget a brief overview of the
simulation procedure first. Therefore, this section recalls the particular components
of the simulation model and makes a comparison between return levels estimated
from historical and simulated TC tracks.

2.1 Points of genesis

The stochastic simulation model is built incrementally. The first step, naturally, is
the modeling of points of genesis. Historical points of genesis form irregular point
patterns, which suggests the use of inhomogeneous Poisson point processes, a ba-
sic model type from stochastic geometry. The Poisson process is considered to be a
model for complete spatial randomness, i.e. the (random) points are located indepen-
dently of each other and the number of points in any arbitraryobservation window is
Poisson distributed, see Illian et al (2008), p. 118. This model choice is justified by
the following observations:

1. Meteorology does not provide evidence for interaction between TC genesis points.
Hence, points of genesis can be considered to be independentof each other.

2. A Pearson-Fisher-Goodness-of-Fit test does not reject the hypothesis that the an-
nual number of historical cyclone geneses is Poisson distributed, see Rumpf et al
(2007).

The distribution of an inhomogeneous Poisson process is completely determined by
its nonnegative intensity functionλ : R2 → [0,∞). When modeling a set of genesis
points by a Poisson process, the corresponding intensity function is estimated from
historical points of genesis. For that purpose, a generalized nearest-neighbor estima-
tor, see Silverman (1986), p. 97, is applied. A synthetic setof TC genesis points can
be simulated by generating a realization of the fitted Poisson point process model.
Note that for the simulation of TCs representing a time spanT 6= Thist , the estimated
intensity function has to be scaled properly byT/Thist .
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2.2 Track propagation and wind speeds

As described in Section 1.4, a TC track is modeled as a polygonal line, with each
line segment representing the movement of the cyclone over asix-hour time span.
Thus, it suffices to consider a cyclone’s movement directions and translational speeds.
Assuming these values to be constant over six hours, all consecutive cyclone locations
can be calculated. In addition, the maximum wind speeds attained at these locations
are taken into consideration to allow for a meaningful hazard assessment. Following
this approach, the direction of movementXi, the translational speedYi, and the wind
speedZi after thei-th cyclone segment are given by
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with X0, Y0, andZ0 denoting the TC’s initial direction, translational speed,and wind
speed, and∆X j, ∆Yj, and∆Z j describing the changes of these values in regular six-
hour intervals. Connecting each two successive locations gives the polygonal line that
models the TC track, and at each location the maximum wind speed is provided.

Since the model is of a stochastic nature, all TC characteristics are considered to
be random variables. The distributions ofX0, Y0, Z0, ∆X j, ∆Yj, and∆Z j are supposed
to depend on the cyclone’s current position. The change in wind speed∆Z j is addi-
tionally assumed to depend on the wind speedZ j−1 at the previous location. Realiza-
tions of the random variables are obtained through samplingfrom nearby historical
cyclone observations. Essentially, the model follows the same basic assumptions as
for example the approaches introduced in Emanuel et al (2006) and Hall and Jewson
(2007), namely that TCs occurring in the same regions behavesimilarly. For further,
more detailed information on track propagation, particularly on the simulation ofX0,
Y0, Z0, ∆X j, ∆Yj, and∆Z j, we refer to Rumpf et al (2007).

2.3 Track termination

For the termination of simulated cyclone tracks, Rumpf et al(2007) proposed a ran-
dom mechanism. After the generation of each cyclone segment, a Bernoulli exper-
iment is performed to decide whether the track is terminatedor not. The success
probability (success means ‘the track terminates’) is calculated as the maximum of a
location-dependent termination probabilitypx and a wind-speed-dependent probabil-
ity pZ . On the one hand, this is based on the observation that cyclones located close
to each other behave similarly. Thus, simulated tracks should be likely to terminate
in regions where historical ones do. On the other hand, it is ameteorological fact that
TCs with lower wind speeds are more likely to terminate than those with higher ones,
which motivates the consideration ofpZ .

Both termination probabilities are estimated from historical observations. The prob-
ability px is determined as the relative frequency of termination points among histor-
ical cyclone points in a neighborhood of the current location, whereaspZ is obtained
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by fitting an exponential function to historical termination probabilities.

Combining the components from Sections 2.1 - 2.3 gives a complete simulation
model for TC tracks. It has been implemented using classes and methods from the
GeoStoch library, which is a Java-based software developedat Ulm University, see
Mayer et al (2004).

2.4 Comparison of return levels

To evaluate the quality of the simulation output, we estimate return levels for histor-
ical and simulated cyclone event sets representing the sametime spanThist . A com-
parison gives information about how well historical and synthetic cyclone character-
istics coincide. First, for each TC and each location of interest inside the observation
window, the maximum wind impact of the cyclone at the location is computed. The
underlying cyclone shape model and the resulting computation algorithm are of mi-
nor importance here and can be looked up in Rumpf et al (2009).

For a fixed return period, a hazard map defines a function, which assigns a return
level to each location of interest inside the observation window. Intuitively, a return
level can be interpreted as the maximum wind impact (in km/h)that is expected to
be exceeded once during the corresponding return period. Return levels can be deter-
mined by applying a peak-over-threshold (POT) method from extreme value theory to
the wind impacts of a (historical or simulated) cyclone event set. A particular advan-
tage of POT methods is the possibility to calculate plausible return levels for return
periods that exceed the time span of the underlying event set. The POT method used
in this section is similar to that introduced in Jagger and Elsner (2006) and is there-
fore not described here.

In Fig. 1 and 2, hazard maps for a return period of 100 years arecompared. In both
the NA and WNP, a mismatch between the overland behavior of simulated and his-
torically observed cyclone tracks is shown. In Fig. 1, return levels of synthetic tracks
are far too high in the southeast of the US and slightly too high at the islands of
the Caribbean Sea. This indicates that there are too many TCsmaking landfall in
these regions and that their wind and translational speeds are inordinately high. At
the western Gulf Coast, however, low return levels indicatea lack of intense simu-
lated cyclone tracks. In the WNP (see Fig. 2), discrepancies are even more obvious.
Return levels of simulated tracks are excessively high and reach too far inland at the
northern Chinese coast, Korea, and Japan. At the southern Chinese and Vietnamese
coast, the opposite is observed. Here, the large differences are an indication for an
insufficient simulation of TC overland characteristics, too. Note that in the previous
version of the simulator the Philippines were not considered as a location of interest,
and therefore no return levels are given for this region in Fig. 2(b).

To figure out reasons for this mismatches, we investigated characteristics of simu-
lated cyclone tracks. Our results correspond well to those of Hall and Jewson (2008).
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(a) historical

(b) simulated

Fig. 1: Hazard maps for return period 100 years in the NA. Return levels are indicated by colors in km/h.

TC characteristics derived from the stochastic simulator as described in Rumpf et al
(2007, 2009) have certain biases, i.e. systematic errors occur. In particular, some
translational speeds of cyclones are unrealistically high, whereas maximum wind
speeds seem to be slightly too low. Additionally, differences in landfall locations
of historical and simulated tracks are observed at most coastlines. These errors could
be caused by the incremental nature of the simulation approach proposed in Rumpf
et al (2007, 2009) or by other modeling components. On the other hand, they could
be due to data inconsistencies. Anyhow, the systematic errors have to be corrected
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(a) historical

(b) simulated

Fig. 2: Hazard maps for return period 100 years in the WNP. Return levels are indicated by colors in km/h.

to allow for a meaningful hazard assessment. Therefore, we propose to add a local
acceptance-rejection method to the stochastic simulator in order to adjust the land-
fall locations, translational speeds, and wind speeds of simulated cyclone tracks to
historical observations. This will remove the systematic error in simulated landfall
characteristics and there is reason to believe that more accurate landfall characteris-
tics also lead to an improved overland behavior, particularly in coastal regions.
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3 Improvements of the landfall behavior by stochastic acceptance-rejection

In this section, we introduce a stochastic method that allows to generate synthetic
TC tracks, whose landfall characteristics match historical observations in a statistical
sense. However, this method is not a direct modification of the existing simulation
model we described in Section 2. It rather extends the model by adding an acceptance-
rejection component, which is performed at the end of the simulation procedure. The
basic idea of this approach is to simulate a cyclone event setrepresenting a much
larger time span than needed and to select those tracks at random that best match
historical cyclones concerning landfall behavior. Nevertheless, the resulting synthetic
tracks do not simply copy historical landfall characteristics, but still feature some
random variation, which is a desired property.

3.1 Approximation of coastlines

To adjust the landfall characteristics of TCs, we first have to specify when a cy-
clone is considered to make landfall. Naturally, this is thecase if its track crosses
a coastline and moves over land. Since most coastlines look rather rough, however,
checking this condition is computationally intensive. A simplification is proposed in
Hall and Jewson (2007), where the North American and CentralAmerican Atlantic
coastline is approximated by 39 connected line segments. Note that this approxima-
tion is not part of the simulation model but serves for the validation of landfall rates.
We use this approach here, with some minor modifications, as abasic component of
our acceptance-rejection algorithm. In each considered ocean basin, we approximate
four important coastal areas by polygonal lines. Approximated coastlines are adapted
to the historical landfall regions of different cyclone classes. Therefore, some coast-
lines may overlap at several line segments. All approximated coastlines are displayed
in Fig. 3, the covered regions are described in Table 1.

The approximation of coastal areas by polygonal lines simplifies the identification
of landfalls. We consider a TC to make landfall at any coastline if its track intersects
one of the approximating line segments. Each cyclone track can, depending on its
corresponding class, make landfall at zero, one, or two coastlines. The second case is
denoted as single landfall, the latter one as multiple landfall.

3.2 Landfall vectors

We consider three important characteristics of TC tracks atlandfall, which are re-
garded as the most essential variables for a meaningful hazard assessment: the lo-
cation, the translational speed, and the maximum wind speed. The approximation of
coastal areas by polygonal lines as described above allows for a quick computation of
these characteristics. Given a TC makes landfall, its landfall locationX is determined
as the cumulative distance along the coastline between the coastline’s starting point
and the point of intersection with the cyclone track. A particular advantage of this ap-
proach is that the (two-dimensional) landfall location of aTC can be described by one
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(a) NA (b) WNP

Fig. 3: Coastlines approximated by polygonal lines

Table 1: Regions covered by approximated coastlines

coastline covered region

‘USA’ Canadian and US-American Atlantic coast, small part of northern Mexico
‘East’ Canadian and northern US-American Atlantic coast
‘Gulf’ Mexican and US-American Gulf coast, southern US-American Atlantic coast
‘Caribbean’ Greater Antilles
‘South’ Vietnamese and Chinese coast up to Lianyungang
‘North’ Chinese coast from Hong Kong northwards, parts of Korean coast
‘Japan’ large parts of the Japanese coastline
‘Phil’ Philippine east coast

single value. Due to the fact that the movement of a cyclone isassumed to be constant
in regular six-hour intervals, the translational speedY is set to the translational speed
that is attained during the time interval in which landfall occurs. The wind speedZ
at landfall is linearly interpolated between the wind speeds of the last cyclone mea-
surement point over sea and the first point over land. Since all cyclone attributes are
assumed to be of a random nature, see Section 2.2, the landfall characteristicsX , Y ,
andZ form random variables, too. They are summarized to a (nonnegative) random
vectorS = (X ,Y,Z)⊤, which is called the TC’s (random) landfall vector. There are of
course further landfall characteristics having influence on the hazard constituted by
TC tracks (e.g. track bearing), which are, however, not considered here to avoid the
model from getting too complex and too difficult to handle.

According to results from Section 2.4, landfall vectors of simulated TC tracks are
assumed to differ significantly from historical ones. In order to create a possibility of
comparison, we show that it is plausible to assume that landfall vectors of cyclone
event sets constitute (three-dimensional) Poisson processes. This property is traced
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back to the modeling of points of genesis (see Section 2.1), where Poisson processes
are applied, too. In particular, we use the fact that by our model assumptions the (ran-
dom) numberN of simulated tracks is Poisson distributed. We first consider cyclone
classes (see Section 1.4), whose tracks do not make multiplelandfalls; only landfall
at one coast line, denoted byC here, is possible. Consequently,N can be written as
the sum of the numberNC of cyclones with landfall and the numberNnl f of cyclones
without landfall. A fundamental invariance property of thePoisson distribution gives
that bothNC andNnl f again have a Poisson distribution. Furthermore, accordingto
Section 2, TC tracks are simulated independently of each other. Thus, we get that
the number of landfall vectors with values in a given subset of the three-dimensional
Euclidean spaceR3 is Poisson distributed, and the numbers of landfall vectorswith
values in disjoint subsets ofR3 are independent. This implies that by the set of land-
fall vectors a Poisson process is given, see Kingman (1993),Chapter 2.5.

The statement described above can easily be generalized to cyclone classes where
multiple landfalls at two coastlinesC1 andC2 occur. Note that classes and coastlines
are designed in such a way thatC1 andC2 do not overlap and that, if a multiple land-
fall occurs,C1 is always hit first. Furthermore, one has to distinguish clearly between
landfall vectors computed atC1 and landfall vectors computed atC2. To emphasize
this, they are denoted asC1-landfall vectors orC2-landfall vectors here. In the case of
multiple landfalls, tracks from a simulated cyclone event set can be divided into four
groups: those that make landfall at bothC1 andC2, those that make landfall only at
C1, those that make landfall only atC2, and cyclones without landfall atC1 andC2.
Analogously to the case of single landfalls, we can show thatthe following classes of
landfall vectors can be assumed to form (three-dimensional) Poisson processes:

1) C1-landfall vectors of all TCs that make landfall only atC1,
2) C2-landfall vectors of all TCs that make landfall only atC2,
3) C2-landfall vectors of all TCs that make landfall at bothC1 andC2,
4) C1-landfall vectors of all TCs that make landfall atC1 (regardless of whether a

second landfall occurs or not).

Note that all statements made in this section remain valid if(one-dimensional) land-
fall locations are considered instead of (three-dimensional) landfall vectors. In that
case, sets of landfall locations at coastlines as describedabove form (one-dimensional)
Poisson processes.

3.3 Landfall intensity functions

The distribution of the points of a (three-dimensional) Poisson process is completely
determined by its corresponding intensity functionλ : R3 → [0,∞). Thus, the land-
fall behavior of simulated TCs (i.e. the distribution of landfall vectors) is character-
ized by the intensity functions of the Poisson processes that model landfall vectors
(see Section 3.2). To emphasize this, these functions are referred to as landfall in-
tensity functions (LFIFs) here. However, LFIFs are not directly given by the simu-
lation model. They have to be estimated from simulated landfall vectors. In default
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of a suitable parametrized family of three-dimensional density functions, the use of
a non-parametric estimation technique is preferred. To be more precise, we apply a
multivariate kernel density estimator proposed in Scott (1992), p. 153. For a given
random sample of landfall vectorsS1, . . . ,SN that is considered to be a Poisson pro-
cess, an estimatorλ̂ (·) for the LFIFλ (·) is given by

λ̂ (x) =
1
|H|

N

∑
i=1

K
(

H−1(x−Si)
)

for all x ∈ [0,∞)3 (2)

with a kernel functionK(·) and a bandwidth matrixH, where|H| andH−1 denote the
determinant and the inverse matrix ofH, respectively. As kernel function we choose
the probability density of the three-dimensional standardnormal distribution (stan-
dard normal kernel), but other kernels would be possible, too. As a matter of fact,
changing the type of the kernel function has only minor influence on the shape of
λ̂ (·). A more difficult issue is the choice of an appropriate bandwidth matrixH, since
varying H has an significant effect on the smoothness and shape of the estimated
LFIF. To simplify the computations, we assume thatH = diag(h1,h2,h3), i.e. H is a
diagonal matrix. But common approaches to choose a suitablediagonal bandwidth
matrix still turned out to be computationally too intensive. Therefore, a reference
rule proposed in Scott (1992), p. 152 is applied, which is computationally efficient
and provides reasonable bandwidth valuesh1, h2, andh3.

Note that the kernel density estimator given in (2) is applicable to compute LFIFs
from both historically observed and simulated landfall vectors. Since historical and
simulated cyclone tracks should feature the same landfall behavior, we thereby get
reference functions for the final simulation output. Altogether, LFIFs allow to de-
scribe the landfall behavior (i.e. the distribution of landfall vectors) of all TCs from
an entire event set by one single function and, more importantly, provide a tool to
make a comparison between historical and simulated landfall vectors. Since LFIFs
depend on three variables, a visual comparison, however, isnot possible.

3.4 Acceptance-rejection for single landfalls

Based on LFIFs introduced above, we propose an acceptance-rejection method to
obtain TC tracks with adjusted landfall characteristics. The method allows for the
generation of cyclone event sets representing any arbitrary time spanT . First, we
consider a coastlineC where only single landfalls occur. The LFIF computed from
historical cyclone tracks is denoted byλ hist

C (·), which is, however, based on obser-
vations made overThist years. IfT 6= Thist , it thus is not a suitable reference function
for landfall behavior of simulated tracks. Instead, the Poisson process that models
simulated landfall vectors atC should have a LFIF given byT

Thist
λ hist

C (·). If we simply
generated TC tracks representingT years with the simulator as described in Section
2, their estimated LFIF would be very likely to differ considerably from T

Thist
λ hist

C (·).
To solve this problem, we first generate a synthetic cyclone event set representingαT
years. The scaling parameterα > 1 has to be chosen large enough, such that for the
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LFIF λ sim
C (·) of simulated TC tracks it holds that

λ sim
C (x)≥

T
Thist

λ hist
C (x) for all x ∈ [0,∞)3. (3)

Since LFIFs can not be visualized and a pointwise comparisonwould be too time-
consuming, condition (3) is rather difficult to check. To be sure,α should be chosen
very large; values between 50 and 200, depending on the cyclone class, turned out to
be sufficient. Consider the random landfall vectorsS1, . . . ,SNC of thoseNC (simulated)
cyclone tracks that make landfall atC (i.e. the Poisson process with LFIFλ sim

C (·)).
Let furthermoreU1,U2, . . . be a sequence of independent random variables that are
uniformly distributed on[0,1] and independent ofS1, . . . ,SNC . Then, the independent
thinning property of Poisson processes, see e.g. Møller andWaagepetersen (2004),
Chapter 3.2.2, yields that by the subset of landfall vectors

{

Si : 1≤ i ≤ NC,Ui <

T
Thist

λ hist
C (Si)

λ sim
C (Si)

}

(4)

a (three-dimensional) Poisson process with the desired LFIF T
Thist

λ hist
C (·) is given.

A more intuitive interpretation of the procedure describedabove is given as follows.
First, a cyclone event set is generated, which is much more comprehensive than the
intended result. In particular, by (3) we require that statistically speaking, any arbi-
trary landfall vector is observed more often in the simulated event set than among
historical tracks. Then, to each simulated TC that makes landfall at C with land-
fall vector si, an acceptance probabilityp(si) is assigned. To be more precise, we
put p(si) =

T
Thist

λ hist
C (si)/λ sim

C (si), i.e. the acceptance probabilityp(si) is lower if we
have considerably more simulated tracks with landfall vectors similar tosi than his-
torical ones, and higher if the (scaled) numbers of simulated and historical tracks with
landfall vectors in a vicinity ofsi differ only slightly. Condition (3) ensures that by
p(si) indeed a probability is given. After that, a Bernoulli experiment with success
probability p(si) is performed, to decide whether the synthetic cyclone is accepted
or rejected. Result of this procedure is a set of TC tracks that make landfall atC and
whose landfall behavior is statistically equal to that of historical data.

To obtain a complete synthetic cyclone event set representing a time spanT , the
tracks gained through acceptance-rejection procedure described above have to be
merged with tracks that do not make landfall atC. Sinceα is chosen large enough, a
sufficiently large number of such cyclone tracks is contained in the simulated event
set for the time spanαT , and we propose the following selection procedure. An inte-
gernnl f is sampled from a Poisson distributed random variableNnl f with expectation

T
Thist

nhist
nl f , wherenhist

nl f denotes the number of historical cyclones without landfallatC.
Then, finally,nnl f of such tracks are drawn at random from the previously simulated
event set.
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3.5 Acceptance-rejection for multiple landfalls

A particular advantage of the presented acceptance-rejection method is its applica-
bility to multiple landfalls at two different coastlinesC1 andC2. The necessity of
treating this case arises from the fact that there is a considerable number of TCs
that affect several distinct coastal areas. However, it seems to be impossible to ad-
justC1-landfall vectors andC2-landfall vectors simultaneously. Instead, we apply our
acceptance-rejection procedure several times consecutively to different sets of land-
fall vectors and with different historical reference LFIFs. The method is subdivided
into four sequential steps, where only the third one is described in detail. The remain-
ing steps do not involve any new ideas and were already explained in Section 3.4.

We use the decomposition of the family of all TCs in the presence of multiple land-
falls mentioned in Section 3.2, namely that TCs can be divided into four groups: those
with multiple landfall, those with landfall only atC1, those with landfall only atC2,
and those cyclones that do not make landfall atC1 or C2. Furthermore, we consider a
simulated cyclone event set representing a time span ofαT years, which constitutes
the basis for the further steps of the procedure. At first, acceptance-rejection is per-
formed forC2-landfall vectors of cyclone tracks that make landfall onlyatC2. Here,
we proceed analogously to the case of single landfalls. We require the validity of (3)
and consider a decision rule for acceptance-rejection according to (4). The only dif-
ference is that LFIFs of historical and simulated cyclone tracks have to be replaced
by respective LFIFs ofC2-landfall vectors. In doing so, we obtain a set of synthetic
tracks that make landfall only atC2 with adjusted landfall characteristics. In the sec-
ond step of the method, the procedure is repeated forC2-landfall vectors of cyclone
tracks that make landfall at bothC1 andC2. Again, a decision rule for acceptance-
rejection is obtained by inserting the corresponding LFIFsinto (3) and (4).

Note that up to this point,C2-landfall vectors of all simulated TC tracks with landfall
at C2 have been adjusted to the scaled LFIFs of historical cycloneobservations. In
the second step, however, we gained synthetic cyclone tracks that make landfall at
C1 as well. Since these tracks are already accepted, it is not possible to adjust their
C1-landfall vectors. Thus, in the third step of the method, we proceed as follows. In
order to adjustC1-landfall vectors of simulated tracks that only make landfall at C1,
acceptance probabilities are now constructed in such a way that all accepted tracks
with landfall atC1 haveC1-landfall vectors that were observed among all historical
tracks with landfall atC1 (regardless of whether a second landfall occurs or not). In
other words, a suitable reference LFIF is given by the scaledLFIF of all historical
C1-landfall vectors subtracted by the LFIF of the simulatedC1-landfall vectors which
have already been accepted in the second step. More precisely, we introduce the LFIF
λ acc

C1
(·) of simulatedC1-landfall vectors that were accepted in step 2 and assume that

α is chosen large enough, such that

λ sim
C1

(x)≥
T

Thist
λ hist

C1all(x)−λ acc
C1

(x) for all x ∈ [0,∞)3. (5)
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Here,λ sim
C1

(·) denotes the LFIF ofC1-landfall vectors of simulated cyclone tracks with

landfall only atC1, whereasλ hist
C1all(·) denotes the LFIF of all historicalC1-landfall

vectors (regardless of whether tracks make single or multiple landfall). Furthermore,
the right-hand side of (5) is assumed to be always nonnegative. Based on these condi-
tions, to each simulated cyclone track that makes landfall only atC1 with C1-landfall
vectorsi the acceptance probability

p(si) =

T
Thist

λ hist
C1all(si)−λ acc

C1
(si)

λ sim
C1

(si)
(6)

is assigned. Then, by the independent thinning property of Poisson processes we
get that after performing acceptance-rejection with the probabilities given in (6), ac-
ceptedC1-landfall vectors form a Poisson process with LFIFTThist

λ hist
C1all(·)−λ acc

C1
(·).

Merging the set of these landfall vectors with those alreadyobtained in step 2 (i.e.
with LFIF λ acc

C1
(·)) gives a Poisson process with the desired LFIFT

Thist
λ hist

C1all(·).

In this way, the LFIF of all simulatedC1-landfall vectors and the scaled LFIF of all
historicalC1-landfall vectors coincide. However, a certain disadvantage of the pre-
sented approach is thatC1-landfall vectors of simulated tracks with multiple landfall
are not adjusted separately. Thus, the statistical properties of these vectors can dif-
fer from those observed in historical data. The same appliesfor C1-landfall vectors
of tracks with landfall only atC1. As described in Section 3.4, accepted tracks are
merged with those cyclone tracks that do not make landfall atC1 or C2 to complete
TC generation.

4 Implementation, results, and validation

The presented acceptance-rejection method for simulated TC tracks has been in-
corporated into the stochastic simulation model using classes from the Java-based
GeoStoch library, see Mayer et al (2004). For both the NA and WNP, synthetic cy-
clone event sets representing a period ofThist years have been generated and evalu-
ated. We provide three different types of illustrations that allow for a comparison of
historical and simulated landfall characteristics.

Since a visualization of (three-dimensional) LFIFs as introduced in Section 3.3 is
not possible, we consider one-dimensional LFIFs of landfall locations instead. These
functions indicate how many cyclones with landfall occur and how landfalls are dis-
tributed along a coastline but do not distinguish between cyclones with different wind
and translational speeds. They are estimated for each considered coastline using a
one-dimensional version of the kernel density estimator given in (2). In Fig. 4 and
5, LFIFs of historical and simulated landfall locations areshown for some selected
coastlines of the NA and WNP. On average, LFIFs show a good matching. Single
simulation runs feature some more variation, but as long as no systematic bias oc-
curs, this effect is absolutely desired.
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(a) coastline ‘Caribbean’ (b) coastline ‘East’

Fig. 4: Estimated LFIFs for landfall locations of historicalcyclones (blue) and five simulated cyclone event
sets (red) for selected coastlines of the NA. The green curvedenotes the average of the five red curves.

(a) coastline ‘North’ (b) coastline ‘Phil’

Fig. 5: Estimated LFIFs for landfall locations of historicalcyclones (blue) and five simulated cyclone event
sets (red) for selected coastlines of the WNP. The green curvedenotes the average of the five red curves.

Unfortunately, one-dimensional LFIFs do not provide information about further land-
fall characteristics. On the one hand, similar (one-dimensional) comparisons could be
made for wind and translational speeds at landfall of historical and simulated cyclone
tracks that make landfall anywhere at a considered coastline. However, we are rather
interested in joint distributions of landfall vectors, whose adjustment was the main
aim of acceptance-rejection procedure. An example would bethe question whether
historical and simulated cyclones with certain wind and translational speeds make
landfall in the same regions. Since a direct comparison of three-dimensional distri-
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butions is difficult, we choose the following simplified approach. For each coastline,
wind and translational speeds are subdivided into three groups (‘low’, ‘medium’,
‘high’), respectively. Thus, all TC tracks with landfall ata considered coastline can
be allocated to exactly one of nine groups according to theirwind and translational
speeds at landfall. For each of the nine groups, again LFIFs of landfall locations are
estimated. Some examples are illustrated in Fig. 6 and 7. In addition to LFIFs of
TCs obtained by the acceptance-rejection procedure, we estimated LFIFs of cyclone
tracks generated by the former version of the simulator as described in Section 2,
i.e. without correction of landfall behavior. Here, clear differences are visible, see the
left-hand sides of Fig. 6 and 7. At coastlines ‘USA’ and ‘Japan’, for example, we
previously had far too few synthetic cyclone tracks with lowtranslational speeds and
high wind speeds at landfall, a discrepancy that occurred systematically. After us-
ing the acceptance-rejection method, the total numbers andlocations of landfalls of
such tracks are, on average, much closer to those of historical observations. At coast-
lines ‘Gulf’ and ‘South’, on the other hand, we previously had far too many synthetic
tracks with high translational speeds and low or medium windspeeds at landfall. Here
again, the acceptance-rejection method provides a set of cyclone tracks with more re-
alistic landfall behavior. This trend is also observed at the remaining coastlines. In
general, the integration of the acceptance-rejection method into the stochastic track
simulation model has led to a much better coincidence of LFIFs computed from his-
torical and simulated data. Note, however, that when dividing TCs into nine groups,
LFIFs of different simulation runs fluctuate to a greater extent than observed in Fig.
4 and 5. This effect is quite natural since for each single group fewer landfall vectors
are available, which leads to more variability.

Additionally, we compared once again estimated return levels as introduced in Sec-
tion 2.4. In Fig. 8 and 9, hazard maps are displayed for synthetic cyclone event sets
that are obtained through the acceptance-rejection method. A comparison with Fig. 1
and 2 reveals significant improvements. On the one hand, a consequence of adjusting
landfall locations and wind speeds is that in coastal areas,return levels of histori-
cal and simulated cyclone event sets coincide almost completely. In particular, return
levels increased at the western Gulf coast in the NA and the southern Chinese and
Vietnamese coast in the WNP and decreased in regions where previously an over-
estimation of return levels was observed, e.g. the southeast of the US, the Greater
Antilles, northern China, South Korea, and Japan. On the other hand, the adjustment
of translational speeds prevents the occurrence of high return levels unrealistically
deep inland as previously observed north of Florida or in northern China. However,
we recognize that in areas farther away from sea, slight differences between return
levels of historical and simulated event sets still occur.

Altogether, the results obtained in the present paper indicate that there is indeed an
essential adjustment of the (three-dimensional) landfallvectors of generated cyclone
tracks to those of historical observations, which allows for a more precise hazard
assessment.
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(a) LFIFs estimated from cyclones that make landfall at coastline ‘USA’ with low translational speeds
and high wind speeds; before (left) and after (right) using the acceptance-rejection procedure

(b) LFIFs estimated from cyclones that make landfall at coastline ‘Gulf’ with high translational speeds
and low wind speeds; before (left) and after (right) using the acceptance-rejection procedure

Fig. 6: Estimated LFIFs for landfall locations of historicalcyclones (blue) and five simulated cyclone event
sets (red). The green curve denotes the average of the five redcurves.

5 Summary

In the present paper, the model introduced in Rumpf et al (2007, 2009) for the
stochastic simulation of TC tracks is discussed and extended. Our aim is to adjust the
landfall behavior of simulated cyclone tracks to that of historical observations to in-
crease the low accuracy of the track simulation model. Important coastlines in the NA
and WNP are approximated by polygonal lines in order to simplify the identification
of landfalls and the computation of three different landfall characteristics: location,
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(a) LFIFs estimated from cyclones that make landfall at coastline ‘South’ with high translational speeds
and medium wind speeds; before (left) and after (right) usingthe acceptance-rejection procedure

(b) LFIFs estimated from cyclones that make landfall at coastline ‘Japan’ with low translational speeds
and high wind speeds; before (left) and after (right) using the acceptance-rejection procedure

Fig. 7: Estimated LFIFs for landfall locations of historicalcyclones (blue) and five simulated cyclone event
sets (red). The green curve denotes the average of the five redcurves.

translational speed, and wind speed. These landfall characteristics are combined to
(three-dimensional) landfall vectors and it is shown that sets of landfall vectors can
be assumed to constitute spatial Poisson point processes. Due to that, a thinning prop-
erty of Poisson processes is applied to derive an acceptance-rejection procedure for
simulated cyclone tracks. In this context, the cases of single and multiple landfalls
are treated separately. Different types of visual validation indicate that after using the
acceptance-rejection method, the joint distributions of simulated landfall characteris-
tics are much closer to historical ones than before.
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Fig. 8: Hazard maps for return period 100 years in the NA. Return levels are estimated from a simulated
cyclone event set where the acceptance-rejection method is applied.

Fig. 9: Hazard maps for return period 100 years in the WNP. Return levels are estimated from a simulated
cyclone event set where the acceptance-rejection method is applied.

The simultaneous adjustment of different landfall characteristics (location, transla-
tional speed, wind speed, as well as total number of landfalls) has not been discussed
so far in the literature on stochastic cyclone track simulation. It allows for the gener-
ation of synthetic cyclone tracks with plausible landfall behavior. However, a certain
limitation of the proposed model in comparison to other statistical simulation mod-
els is the strong simplification of complex meteorological aspects. This involves that
neither information on oceanic and atmospheric temperature and pressure (ENSO,
AMO, NAO), as e.g. in Yonekura and Hall (2011), nor effects ofglobal warming,
as e.g. in Hallegatte (2007), are taken into consideration.Another limitation is the
use of a quite simple historical data base, which only contains cyclone measurements
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in six-hour intervals. A promising alternative, at least for the NA, is the use of the
hourly interpolated best track data introduced in Elsner and Jagger (2013). This and
a stronger integration of climatic phenomena into our tracksimulation model could
be subject of future research. Moreover, a transfer of the proposed simulation model
including acceptance-rejection to other ocean basins, e.g. the Indian Ocean and the
South Pacific, is possible.
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